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To all Luhon, it invay conce71. 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM SCHWAN 

HAUSSER, a citizen of the United States, re 
siding at Brooklyn, county of Kings, and State 
of New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Boring - Machines, 
fully described and represented in the follow 
ing specification and the accompanying draw. 
ings, forming a part of the same. 
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This invention relates to improvements in 
that class of cylinder-boring machines in 
which the Work to be operated upon is 
strapped or otherwise secured to a carriage 
having a sliding connection to the bed-plate 
of the machine, upon which carriage the work 
is fed as the boring progresses toward the 
boring-cutters carried by spindles mounted 
to revolve on a head-stock at one end of the 
machine, said spindles and carriage being 
connected usually to the same power-shaft 
ing and so timed in their movements rela 
tively to each other as to secure the proper 
feed of the work to the cutters. When in 
these machines provision is made for facing 
the edges of the cylinder, the operation of 
facing must necessarily follow the boring op 
eration, and the method used consists of de 
tachable cutter-heads placed, after the boring 
operation is concluded, in the boring-spin 
dles, from which the boring cutter-heads 
(which are also detachable) have been re 
moved for the purpose. This substitution of 
the facing cutter-heads for the boring cutter 
heads, and vice versa, requires a readjust 
ment of the work to be faced or bored, and if 
both ends of the cylinder are to be faced a re 
Setting of the cylinder is necessary. These 
adjustments of course entail considerable la 
bor, as they must be accurately made, and 
they also consume considerable time. 

It is the object of the present invention to 
simplify the construction of these machines 
and to provide an Organization in which but 
one setting and adjustment of the work and 
boring and facing cutters for all the opera 
tions will be required and which can be per 
formed within the time ordinarily consumed 
in the setting and adjustment of the same for 
one of the operations. 

It is also the object of the present invention 
to provide a machine having an increased ac 

curacy and efficiency in adjustment and op 
eration over machines of this class heretofore 
in use. w 
To these ends the invention, briefly stated, 

consists, first, in a head-stock secured at one 
end of the machine, in which is mounted a 
plurality of spindles carrying the boring cut 
ter-heads, which receive their movement 
through suitable connections from main 
power-shafting of the machine; second, a 
work - supporting platen or table having a 
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revoluble and sliding connection to the bed 
plate of the machine and means for locking 
said table or platen in adjusted positions dur 
ing the operations of boring and facing; 
third, a movable head-stock provided with a 
spindle or spindles carrying facing-cutters 
and capable of simultaneous operation with 
the boring-spindles, but upon the opposite 
end of the work operated upon, so that the 
two operations of boring and facing can be 
performed at the same time and with a single 
adjustment of the work and cutters; fourth, 
a facing-spindle consisting of a hollow sleeve 
mounted to turn in its head-stock and pro 
vided upon its interior with suitable bush 
ings for receiving a bar extending through 
the same, connected to the boring-spindle, 
and carrying the cutter-head for supporting 
the latter when the cylinder to be operated 
upon is of a length exceeding the length of 
the overhanging portion of the spindle; fifth, 
devices for automatically feeding the facing 
cutters and means for reversing the direction 
of feed. 
As a full understanding of the improve 

ments of the present invention can only be 
had from a detailed description of the same, 
such description Will now be given, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, in 
which 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a boring-ma 
chine constructed according to the present 
invention. 
elevation of the same, illustrating more par 
ticularly the construction and arrangement 
of the driving mechanism for operating the 
spindles. Fig. 3 is a Section of the same, taken 
on the line 3 of Fig. 2; and Fig. 4 is a similar 
view taken on the irregular line 4 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 5 is a horizontal section on the line 5 of 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional 
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Fig. 2, illustrating the construction of the re 
volving platen for receiving the Work to be 
operated upon. Fig. 6 is a view illustrating 
the feeding devices of the facing-cutters. 

Referring to said drawings, it will be seen 
that the machine therein illustrated is pro 
vided with a head-stock 1 and a pair of spin 
dles 2 for the boring cutter-heads 3 and cut 
ters 4 and with a head-stock 5 and pair of 
spindles (3 and cutter-heads 7 for the facing 
cutters S, these two boring and facing head 
stocks being arranged at opposite ends of the 
machine. The head-stock 1 is supported at 
the proper height on legs or pedestals 9, bolted 
to the bed-plate 10 in substantially the usual 
way. It is provided with a pair of spindles 
2, journaled so as to revolve in the head-stock 
l, as shown, a Suitable bushing composed, 
preferably, of a brass sleeve 12 and a ring 11, 
of soft metal, being interposed between the 
parts to reduce the friction and consequent 
WOl. 

In the machine illustrated in the drawings 
two sets of boring and facing instrumentali 
ties are illustrated. These two sets are pro 
vided for the purpose of doubling the work 
ing capacity of the machine. Both sets be 
ing, however, exact duplicates in construc 
tion, a description of the one set will be suffi 
cient for an understanding of the two, and 
such description will now be given. Each spin 
dle 2 is provided at its end overhanging the 
bed-plate 10 with a tapered hole for receiving 
the correspondingly-shaped end of the cutter 
head 3, which is locked to the spindle by means 
of a key 13. The cutter-head 3 is provided with 
the usual cutters 4, a langed at suitable in 
tervals in its face. The spindles and cutter 
heads receive their motion through suitable 
connections with the power-shafting. Those 
shown in the present case consist of gears 14, 
one for each spindle 2, both of which mesh 
with a common pinion 15 on a shaft 17, Sup 
ported in bearings in the legs 9, and a bracket 
18, extending from the machine, which shaft 
also carries a gear-wheel 19, meshing with a 
pinion 16, carried on the inner end of a shaft 
mounted in the bracket IS, and having at its 
opposite end a pulley 20, which receives mo 
tion from the usual belt or apron. (Not 
shown.) The mechanism just described con 
stitutes the means provided for the rotation 
of the spindles 2. It will be observed that the 
spindles are both geared alike and to a com 
mon shaft 17, and that as a result they are 
both driven simultaneously and at a uniforn 
speed. 
Mounted on the bed-plate 10, so as to be 

capable of sliding longitudinally thereon to 
and from the head-stock 1, is a carriage 21, 
having on each of its sides a flange 22, engag 
ing the edges of the bed-plate, as shown best 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The carriage 21, at its end 
portion next the head-stock 1, has mounted 
upon or formed integrally with it a plate 23, 
Fig. 3, having a central annular opening 24, 
into which projects a correspondingly-shaped 
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2) flange ?ometi in the uncler side of a 
late or table 2 (3 for supporting the work 

to be operated upon, which, as shown in Fig. 
1, consists of an ordinary pumping-engine 
cylinder C. The base of the table 26, as 
shown in the present case, is circular in hori 
Zontal section (see Fig. 5) and is provided 
with an annular groove 27, with which en 
gages a series of nuts 28, oppositely arranged 
and screw-threaded upon their interiors for 
engagement with the correspondingly-thread 
ed ends of rods 29, mounted in the plate 23. 
The ends of each of these rods are provided 
with right and left hand screw-threads, so 
that upon the turning of the rod both the 
nuts will be moved into or out of contact 
with the groove 27. The purpose of these 
nuts is to securely hold the table to the plate 
23 against the tendency to rise during the 
cutting operation of the boring-cutter 4 upon 
the cylinder C. It will be seen that the con 
nection between the table 26 and the plate 23 
is such as to permit the rotation of the former 
upon the latter when desired, SO as to permit 
the turning of the cylinder C from the posi 
tion of parallelism to the spindles 2, in which 
it is shown, to an angular position thereto, or 
end for end. 

lProvision is made in the present case for 
preventing the rotation of the platen or table 
26, preferably at predetermined points in its 
rotation, consisting of a series of openings 
30, Fig. 5, in the base of the table 20 and a 
pin 31, Fig. 5, passing through the plate 23 
and held normally in a raised position by a 
spring 32, Fig. 1, secured to the carriage 21. 
Means are also provided for the withdrawal 
of the pin from the openings 30, consisting 
of a rod 33, capable of being slid horizon 
tally on the carriage 21 by means of a han 
dile 34, the tapered end of the rod passing 
through an opening provided in the power 
end of the pin 31, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
But four of these openings 30 are shown in 
the present case, as ordinarily this number 
will be found sufficient for all purposes, pro 
viding, as they do, for an end-for-end move 
ment or a quarter-turn in either direction of 
the cylinder C and the table 20, these four 
openings being so located that upon the com 
pletion of a quarter of a revolution of the 
platen or table the spring-pressed pin 31, un 
less held depressed by the rod 33, will enter 
the opening at the first quarter and prevent 
the further movement of the carriage. To 
permit, a half-turn of the table, the pin will 
be held depressed until the opening at the 
first quarter has passed, the pin then engag 
ing the opening at the next quarter. Any 
number of openings may be employed for 
the purpose, so located as to lock the table 
against rotation in other desired positions. 
The carriage 21 is provided with means 

whereby during the operation of the boring 
spindles it is slid on the bed-plate 10 toward 
the boring head-stock 1. The means pro 
vided in the present case consists of a rack 
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35 upon the under side of the carriage, en- table with sufficient force to lock the table 
gaging a pinion 86, keyed to a shaft 37, jour 
maled in the frame of the machine and trans 
versely thereof, as shown in Fig. 3. The 
outer end of the shaft 37 has keyed to it a 
sleeve 3S, capable of a slight longitudinal 
movement on said shaft and provided with 
hand-spokes 39 for the operation by hand of 
the shaft 37 and pinion 36 to slide the car 
riage 21 to and from the head-stock, and 
thus bring the cylinder C into or out of po 
sition to be operated upon. The shaft 37 has 
also loosely mounted on it a worm-wheel 40, 
which is engaged by a worm 41 carried on 
one end of a longitudinal shaft 42, journaled 
in the side of the frame of the machine. The 
opposite end of the shaft 42 is connected by 
gears 474849 50 with a shaft carrying a pull 
ley 46, connected by a belt 44 and pulley 45 
to the shaft 17, which, as before explained, re 
ceives its motion from the pulley. 20. The 
gears connecting the shaft 42 and pulley 46 
are so proportioned relatively to those con 
necting the spindles 2 to the pulley 20 as to 
secure a slow movement of the carriage 21 to 
ward the head-stock 1 and a correspondingly 
slow feed of the work to the cutters 4 relatively 
to the rotation of the spindles 2 in the usual 
manner. The shafts 42, Fig. 1, and 37, Fig. 3, 
when out of engagement permit the shaft 37 to 
be operated by hand to move the carriage for 
ward or backward to adjust the work to proper 
position with relation to the cutters 4. The 
edges of the inner face of the sleeve 38, Fig. 3, 
are, as shown, beveled, and the outerface of the 
worm-wheel 40 is correspondingly recessed. 
When the faces of the sleeve 38 and wheel 40 
are out of contact, as shown, the sleeve and 
its shaft are not affected by the movement of 
the shaft 42. When, however, it is desired to 
couple the shafts 37 and 42 and thus cause 
the carriage 21 to be operated from the pull 
ley 20, it can readily be done by bringing the 
adjacent faces of the sleeve and worm-wheel 
into frictional contact with each other by turn 
ing a screw 43 upon the end of the shaft and 
forcing the sleeve 38 against the wheel 40. 
Then sufficient friction will exist between the 
two to couple the shafts 37 and 42, and the 
movement of the latter will be communicated 
to the former and, through the rack 35 and 
pinion 36, slide the carriage 21 toward the bor 
ing head-stock 1 and feed the work upon the 
table to the cutters 4. 
The operation of the machine as thus far 

described is as follows: The work to be oper 
ated upon, consisting, as herein shown, of the 
cylinder C of an ordinary pumping-engine, is 
first properly adjusted and set in the usual 
manner upon the table 26, which is prevented 
from revolving upon the plate 23 by the en 
gagement of the pin 3). With one of the open 
ings 30, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. By then 
turning the rods 29 in the plate 23 the nuts 28 
are forced within the groove 27 in the platen 
or table 23 and tightened against the same 
and caused to bind against the side of the 

securely to plate 23 and prevent it rising 
therefrom. The carriage 21, and with it the 
cylinder C, is then moved to or from the head 
Stock 1, as the case may be, until the cylin 
der C is properly presented to the cutters 4, 
this movement of the carriage being accom 
plished by turning the sleeve 38 (which is 
out of contact with the wheel 40) and shaft 
37 and pinion 36, which latter, engaging the 
ratchet, 35, will noove the carriage back or 
forth, as before explained. The shafts 37 and 
42 being then coupled, as before explained, 
and the spindles 2 and cutters 4 being set in 
operation, the shaft 37 and its pinion will 
through the connections before described be 
correspondingly rotated, but at a slower rate 
of speed, and caused to advance the carriage, 
21 and the cylinder C toward the head-stock 
as the boring continues. The carriage 21 will 
continue to advance as long as the spindles 
operate and while the shafts 37, Fig. 3, and 
42, Fig. 1, remain coupled. When it is de 
sired to stop the movement of the carriage by 
the power-shafting, it can readily be done by 
loosening the screw 43 upon the shaft 37, 
when, the friction between the sleeve 38 and 
worm-wheel 40 being removed, the shafts 37 
and 42 will be uncoupled. The carriage 21 
can then be moved in either direction, as de 
sired, by the hand of the operator. The shaft 
42 is split in the usual way to provide for the 
breaking of the connection between the pow 
er-shafting and the driving mechanism of the 
sliding carriage 21 when desired. The means 
provided in the present machine for making 
and breaking this connection consists of an 
ordinary hand-wheel 75, Fig. 1, by turning 
which in one direction the adjoining ends of 
the shaft 42 are united, the wheel 75 upon 
being turned in the opposite direction dis 
uniting the ends. If it is desired to adjust the 
cylinder CSO as to have the cutters operate 
at right angles to its axis, the rods 29 will be 
turned in the proper direction to loosen the 
screws 28 and the rod 33 shoved forward, so 
as to withdraw the pin 31 from the opening 
30, with which it is then in engagement. The 
table 26 being then turned to the right or 
left, as the case may be, upon the completion 
of a quarter-turn of the same the pin 31 will 
enter the next of the series of openings 30, 
when the cylinder will be in a position at 
right angles to its former position. The rods 
29 being then turned, so as to tighten the 
nuts 28 about the table 26, the cylinder C 
will be ready for adjustment to or from the 
cutters 4 by means of the hand-wheel or sleeve 
38 in the manner just described. To turn 
the cylinder end for end, the table 26 will be 
given a half-turn, the pin 31 passing one of 
the openings 30 and entering the next of the 
Series of openings. If desired, the work may 
be fed to the cutters 4 as the boring progresses 
by operating the shaft 37 and its pinion 36 by 
hand, the connections with the power-shaft 
ing being thus dispensed with. It will be 
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preferable, however, to have the work fed to 
the cutters from the power-shafting, as de 
scribed, as the feed in that case will be more 
uniforn. 

Referring now particularly to Figs. 1, 2, 
and 4, the construction and arrangement of 
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the facing mechanism will be described. The 
facing head-stock 5 is mounted upon the car 
riage 21, its base being dovetailed in the car 
riage, so as to be adapted to slide thereon to 
and from the cylinder C. The carriage 21 is 
provided with a rack 50, along which travels 
a pinion 51, mounted on the end of a shaft 52, 
journaled in the base of the head-stock 5, the 
opposite end of said shaft being provided 
with hand-spokes 53, by which it is turned to 
cause the head-stock 5 to move back and forth 
on the carriage for the positioning of its cut 
ters S out of or into contact with the cylinder 
C. It will thus be seen that the head-stock 5 
being mounted on the carriage 21 has a move 
ment there with during the feed of the cylin 
der to the boring-cutters 4, so as to retain its op 
erative position with relation to the cylinder, 
and has also a movement thereon independent 
thereof for adjustment with relation to cylin 
ders varying in length. The head-stock 5 is 
also provided with means by which it is locked 
to the carriage 21 after adjustment into or 
out of operative position with relation to the 
work to be operated upon. The means illus 
trated in the present case consists of bolts 80, 
passing through the base of the head-stock 
and entering a sliding block S1. (See Fig. 4.) 
During the adjustment of the head-stock 5 
the bolts S0 will be loosened, so as to permit 
the block S1 to be slid along the table 21; but 
when the head-stock has been adjusted to 
proper position with relation to the work to 
be operated upon it will be held therein by 
tightening the bolts S0, thus causing the block 
S1 to bind against the inclined edge of the 
table 21. The head-stock 5 is provided with 
a pair of hollow spindles 6, each mounted to 
turn in a sleeve 54, interposed between the 
head-stock and the spindle 4 to lessen the 
wear of the parts. Each of the spindles is 
provided at its inner end with a cutter-head 
7, having a screw-threaded connection to the 
spindle, (though the connection may be any 
other,) so as to revolve with the spindle. The 
cutter-head 7 is provided in its outerface with 
a vertical channel 55, in which is located a 
sliding block 56, having a vertical screw 
threaded opening, with which engages a feed 
ing-screw 57, mounted in a lug or projection 
5S in the upper end of the cutter-head 7, as 
best shown in Fig. 2. The facing-cutter S is 
carried in one end of a bolt 59, which passes 
through the slide 56, and is provided at its 
other end with a tightening-nut 60, Fig. 4. 
The spindles 6 receive their motion through 
connections similar to those of the boring 
spindles 2, consisting of gear's 14, (one for 
each spindle 6,) meshing with a common pin 
ion 15, keyed to a shaft 17, connected by 
gear 19* and pinion 108 with the shaft of a 

pulley 20', corresponding to that numbered 
20 at the other end of the machine, Fig. 1. 
The several gears at both ends of the mal 
chine are of equal diameter, respectively, and 
the pulley's 2020 being driven at the same 
speed it follows that the facing and boring 
spindles are driven at the same or substan 
tially the same speed of rotation. The two 
sets of spindles, however, being driven inde 
pendently of each other, it follows that either 
set may be thrown out of operation without 
affecting the movement of the other. 
The operation of the facing-cutters will now 

be described. The cylinder C having been 
adjusted to proper position with relation to 
the boring-cutters 4, as before described, (the 
facing head-stock moving with the carriage 21 
in this adjustment,) the facing-cutter 8 will 
be brought into contact with the opposite end 
of the cylinder C by having the forward move 
ment of its head-stock upon the carriage, the 
shaft 52 and pinion 51 being turned by hand, 
as before described. This may be done either 
during the rotation of the facing-spindles 6 
or before movement has been imparted to 
them. With the facing-cutters S thus posi 
tioned and locked by means of bolts 80, upon 
movement being imparted to the pulley's 20 
20 the spindles 2 G will both be rotated and 
the two operations of boring and facing per 
formed simultaneously, but at opposite ends 
of the cylinder. When the respective ends 
have been bored and faced, the cylinder C 
will be turned end for end in the manner be 
fore described and the operations repeated 
upon the opposite ends of the cylinder, unless 
the boring operation has been completed in 
the first instance, in which case the facing 
operation alone will be performed upon the 
opposite end of the cylinder. 

It should be noted that the gear 19, Fig. 1, 
is feathered or splined to the shaft 17, which 
is extended, as shown, and which is itself 
loose within its bearings in the bracket S', 
the gear 19 being thus capable of longitudi 
nal movement on its shaft and the latter ca 
pable of longitudinal movement in its bear 
ings, thus permitting the backward and for 
ward movement of the head-stock 5 with the 
carriage 21 and independently thereof with 
out disconnection from its driving mecha 
ism. 
The boring and facing spindles, instead of 

having independent power mechanisms, as de 
scribed, may, if desired, be driven from a 
common power mechanism, the boring and 
facing spindles being, preferably, in such case 
provided with belt-shifters or other suitable 
devices for bringing either or both into or 
throwing them out of operation when desired. 

Provision is made in the present machine 
for the feeding of the cutters 8 during the ro 
tation of their spindles to different positions 
with relation to the work operated upon, the 
mechanism for this purpose shown in the 
drawings providing for three different feeds 
of these cutters and in either of two direc 
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tions. This linechanism consists of a series 
of feeders or pins 61 (32 63 f6r each of the cut 
ters mounted in the outer end of an up 
Wardly-extending arm 64, secured to the head 
stock 5. (See Fig. 1.) These feeders or pins 
are held normally in their raised positions by 
springs 65 and are brought to their depressed 
position for contact with projections or points 
66, formed upon the heads of the screws 57, 
(see Figs. 2 and 6,) by an adjuster so posi 
tioned as to engage the feeders or pins 61, 
&c., of each cutter-feeding device, which are 
thus rendered simultaneously adjustable, the 
movement of the adjuster simultaneously 
moving the different feeders into or out of 
position for engaging and operating their re 
spective feeding devices. As shown in the 
drawings, this adjuster (see Fig. 6) consists 
of a sliding rod 68, common to both sets of 
feeders or pins 61, &c., having cams 67, en 
gaging shoulders formed in the feeders or 
pins. The rod GS slides between guides 69 on 
the arms 64, in which it is held by a plate 70. 
It is to be understood, however, that the pres 
ent invention broadly includes any other form 
of adjuster performing the function of simul 
taneously adjusting a plurality of feeding 
devices. 
The feeding operation is as follows: Sup 

pose the parts to be in the positions in which 
they are shown in Fig. 4, with the pin 61 of 
each Series depressed for engagement with 
the points 66 on the heads of their respective 
screws 57, the spindles 6 moving in the direc. 
tion of the arrow in said figure. As each 
spindle 6 and cutter 8 complete a revolution 
and the cutter approaches the position in 
which it is shown in Fig. 4, one of the points 
66 on the head of the screw 57 is engaged by 
the pin 61, in passing which the screw is 
turned so as to raise the side 56 and cutter 
8 slightly, and the latter in its next revolu 
tion is caused to describe a circle having a 
diameter slightly in excess of that described 
in its previous revolution. This feed will 
continue until the facing operation is com 
pleted or until the pin 61 is raised. To in 
crease the feed, two of the pins 61 62 will 
be depressed, when the screw will be turned 
twice the distance, and by depressing the 
three pins (31 62 63 this distance is trebled. 
To provide for the downward feed of the cut 
ters 8, each of the arms.64 is provided with a 
slot 71 in its base, in which is located a set 
screw 72, by which the arm is secured to the 
head-stock 5. By loosening this screw the arm 
64 may be moved outward, so that its pins will 
engage the points 66 upon the opposite side 
of the axis of the nut 57, when the nut, and 
cutter will be moved in a direction contrary 
to that just described-i. e., in a downward 
direction. Each of the spindles 6 is provided 
at each end upon its interior with a bushing 
73, of soft rhetal or other suitable substance, 
for receiving and supporting the rear end of 
a rod 74 for supporting the boring cutter 
head when operating upon a cylinder the 

length of which exceeds that of the overhang 
ing portion of its spindle 2. The forward end 
of this rod is keyed or otherwise connected to 
the boring-spindle, as shown in Fig. 2, and is 
provided with a spline or feather 76, engag 
ing a correspondingly-shaped recess upon the 
interior of the cutter-head 3, along which the 
cutter-head 3 can be moved for adjustment 
with relation to work to be operated upon 
and by which it is held from rotation upon 
the rod 74. The cutter-head 3 is also pro 
vided with set-screws 82 for locking the cut 
ter-head to the rod 76 after the same has been 
adjusted to desired positions. 
What I claim is 
1. The combination, in a boring-machine, 

of a movable table, a stationary head-stock at 
one end of the machine having one or more 
boring-spindles, cutter-heads, and cutters, a 
movable head-stock at the opposite end of the 
machine having a corresponding number of 
facing - spindles, cutter - heads, and cutters, 
mechanism for driving said boring and fac 
ing spindles, and mechanisim for advancing 
said table and movable head-stock toward the 
boring spindle or spindles, substantially as 
described. 

2. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a sliding Work-supporting carriage and a 
sliding facing head-stock and spindle, said 
head-stock having a movement with Said car 
riage as the latter moves, substantially as de 
Scribed. 

3. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a sliding work-supporting carriage and a 
sliding facing head-stock having a movement 
with said carriage as the latter moves, and 
having also a movement independently there 
of for the adjustment of its spindle to or from 
the work, substantially as described. 

4. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a stationary boring head-stock and spindle, 
a movable facing head-stock and spindle, cut 
ters for both of said spindles, a Work-Support 
ing table between said spindles, driving mech 
anism for each of said spindles, and mechan 
ism for advancing said table and facing head 
stock simultaneously toward the boring-spin 
dle as the boring operation progresses, sub 
stantially as described. 

5. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a stationary boring head-stock and Spindle, 
a movable facing head-stock and spindle, cut 
ters for both of Said spindles, a Work-Support 
ing table between said spindles, means for 
adjusting said table with relation to said bor 
ing-spindle, means for adjusting said facing 
spindle with relation to said table, means for 
rotating said spindles, and mechanism for ad 
vancing said table and facing head-stock si 
multaneously toward the boring-spindle as the 
boring operation progresses, Substantially as 
described. 

6. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a stationary head-stock and boring-spindle, 
a Work-Supporting carriage having a sliding 
connection to the bed-plate of the machine, a 
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facing head-stock and spindle carried by said 
carriage, and meals for rotating sail loring 
and facing spindles, substantially as de 
scribed. 

7. The combination, in a looting-machino, 
of a stationary head-stock and boring-spindle 
and means for rotating said spindle, a work 
Supporting carriage having a sliding connec 
tion to the bed-plate of the machine, a facing 
head-stock and spindle carried by but adjust 
able on said carriage, and means for rotating 
said boring and facing spindles, substantially 
as described. 

S. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a work-supporting table and a facing head 
stock provided with a plurality of spindles 
operating simultaneously, said head-stock 
having a sliding connection to the frame of 
the machine, whereby all of its spindles are 
simultaneously adjusted to or from the work, 
substantially as described. 

9. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a sliding work-supporting table and a slid 
ing facing head-stock provided with a plu 
rality of spindles operating simultaneously, 
said head-stock having a movement with said 
table as the latter noves, and also a move 
lment independently thereof, whereby all of 
its spindles are simultaneously adjusted to or 
from the work, substantially as described. 

10. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a sliding Work-supporting carriage and a 
facing head-stock mounted thereon so as to 
move there with, said head-stock being pro 
vided with a plurality of facing-spindles op 
erating simultaneously and having a sliding 
connection to Said carriage, whereby all of its 
spindles are simultaneously adjusted to or 
from the work, substantially as described. 

11. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a boring head-stock, a carriage 21, having 
a sliding connection to the bed-plate of the 
machine, a facing head-stock and its spindle 
having a sliding connection to said carriage, 
means for adjusting said carriage and facing 
head-stock simultaneously, and means for ad 
justing said head-stock independently of said 
carriage, substantially as described. 

12. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a boring head-stock, a carriage 21, having 
a sliding connection to the bed-plate of the 
machine, the work-supporting platen 26, hav 
ing a revoluble connection to said carriage, a 
facing head-stock and its spindle having a 
sliding connection to said carriage, means for 
adjusting said carriage and facing head-stock 
simultaneously, and means for adjusting said 
head-stock independently of said carriage, 
substantially as described. 

13. The combination, in a looring-machine, 
with a boring-spindle and cutters, of the car 
riage 21, having a sliding connection to the 
bed-plate thereof, the platell 26, having a 
revoluble connection to said carriage, means 
for locking Said platen to the carriage, and 
means for advancing said carriage and platen 
toward the boring-spindle to feed the work as 

the boring operation pi'ogresses, substantially 
as described. 

1-4. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a Work-supporting table consisting of two 
in einbei's, one of which is revoluble with re 
lation to the other, openings at predetermined 
points in one member, and a spring-pressed 
pin in the other member for entering said 
openings to automatically arrest the rotation 
of the revoluble member, substantially as de 
scribed. 

15. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a work-supporting table consisting of two 
members, one of which is revoluble with re 
lation to the other, openings at predetermined 
points in one member, a spring-pressed pin 
in the other member for entering said open 
ings to automatically arrest the rotation of 
the revoluble member, and a rod 33 for with 
drawing said pin from the openings to per 
mit the rotation of the revoluble member, 
substantially as described. 

16. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a table and a work-supporting platen re. 
voluble thereon, openings 30 at predetermined 
points in one member, and a spring-pressed 
pin 31 in the other member for entering sail 
Openings to automatically arrest the rotation 
of the revoluble member, substantially as de 
scribed. 

17. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a table and a Work-supporting platen re 
voluble thereon, openings 30 at predetermined 
points in One membel', a spring-pressed pin 31 
in the other member for entering said open 
ings to automatically arrest the rotation of 
the revoluble member, and a rod 33 for with 
drawing Said pin from the openings to per 
mit the rotation of the revoluble member, 
substantially as described. 

1S. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a boring-spindle and its cutter, the revolu 
ble Work-Supporting platen 26, Screw-threaded 
rods 29, and nuts 2S, carried by said rods for 
locking said platen to its rest, substantially 
as described. 

1). The combination, in a boring machine, 
with a plurality of facing-cutters and feeding 
devices therefor, of an adjuster and connec 
tions between said adjuster and feeding de 
vices whereby upon the movement of said ad 
juster the different feeding devices are simul 
taneously thrown into or out of operation, sub 
stantially as described. 

20. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a plurality of facing-cutters and feeding 
devices therefor, of an adjuster and connec 
tions between said adjuster and feeding de 
vices whereby upon the movement of said ad 
juster the extent of feed of the different cutters 
is simultaneously adjusted, substantially as 
described. 

21. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a plurality of facing-cutters and feeding 
devices therefor, of a plurality of feeders for 
each of Said feeding devices for engaging and 
Operating the same, and an adjuster engaging 
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the different feeders, whereby upon the move 
ment of said adjuster two or more of the 
feeders of each cutter are simultaneously ad 
justed to position to vary the extent of feed of 
the cutters, substantially as described. 

22. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a facing-cutter and feeding device there 
for, of a plurality of feeders for said feeding 
device, and an adjuster engaging the differ 
ent feeders, whereby upon the movement of 
said adjuster two or more of said feeders are 
simultaneously adjusted to position to vary 
the extent of the feed of the cutter, substan 
tially as described. 

23. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a facing-cutter and feeding device there 
for, of a feeder for engaging and operating 
said feeding device, said feeder being adjust 
able to different positions with relation to said 
feeding device to reverse the direction offeed 
of the cutters, substantially as described. 

24. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a plurality of rotating facing spindles 
and cutters and feeding devices, therefor, of 
an adjuster and connections between said ad 
juster and feeding devices whereby upon the 
movement of said adjuster the different feed 
ing devices are simultaneously thrown into or 
out of Operation, Substantially as described. 

25. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a plurality of rotating feeding spindles 
and cutters and feeding devices therefor, of 
an adjuster and connections between said ad 
juster and feeding devices whereby upon the 
movement of said adjuster the extent of feed 
of the different feeding devices is simultane 
ously adjusted, substantially as described. 

26. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a plurality of facing spindles and cut 
ters and feeding devices therefor, of a plu 
rality of feeders for each of said feeding de 
vices for engaging and operating the same, 
and an adjuster engaging the different feed 
ers, whereby upon the movement of said ad 
juster two or more of the feeders of each cut 
ter are simultaneously adjusted to position to 
vary the extent of feed of the cutters, sub 
stantially as described. 

27. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a rotating facing-spindle and its cutter 
and feeding devices therefor, of a plurality of 
feeders for engaging and operating said feed 
ing device, and an adjuster engaging the dif 
ferent feeders, whereby upon the movement 
of said adjuster two or more of said feeders 
are simultaneously adjusted to position to 
vary the extent of feed of the cutter, substan 
tially as described. 

2S. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
With a plurality of rotating facing spindles 
and cutters and feeding devices therefor, of 
a feeder for each of said feeding devices for 
engaging and operating the same, and a cam 

rod engaging the different feeders, whereby 
upon the movement of said rod the feeders of 
the different feeding devices are simultane 
ously adjusted to or out of operative posi 
tion, substantially as described. 

29. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a plurality of rotating facing spindles 
and cutters and feeding devices therefor, of 
a plurality of feeders for each of said feed 
ing devices for engaging and operating the 
same, and a cam-rod engaging the different 
feeders, whereby upon the movement of Said 
rod two or more of the feeders of each of Said 
feeding devices are simultaneously adjusted 
to position to vary the extent of feed of the 
cutters, substantially as described. 

30. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
with a rotating facing-spindle and its cutter 
and feeding devices, of a feeder for engaging 
and operating said feeding devices, said feeder 
being adjustable to different positions with re 
lation to said feeding devices to reverse the di 
rection of feed of the cutter, substantially as 
described. 

31. The combination, with a rotary cutter 
head and head-stock, of the cutter S, slide 
56, feeding-screw 57, one or more pins 61, 
&c., and means for moving said pin or pins 
into or out of position for engagement with 
the head of the screw, substantially as de 
scribed. 

32. The combination, with a rotary head 
and head-stock, of the cutter S, slide 56, feed 
ing-screw 57, one or more pins 61, &c., and 
a cam-faced sliding rod for moving said pin 
or pins into or out of position for engagement 
with the head of the screw, Substantially as 
described. 

33. The combination, with the cutter-carry 
ing screw 57, of the pin-carrying arm 64, said 
arm being adjustable to opposite sides of the 
axis of rotation of the screw, so as to change 
the direction of movement of said Screw and 
its cutter, substantially as described. 

34. The combination, in a boring-machine, 
of a boring-spindle at one end thereof and a 
facing-spindle at the opposite end, consisting 
of a hollow sleeve 6, rotating in its head-stock, 
a removable rod 74, passing through said 
sleeve and adapted to be connected to and 
form an extension of the boring-spindle, and 
a boring-tool adapted to be moved along said 
rod and to be keyed thereto in adjusted po 
sitions for operating upon cylinders of vary 
ing lengths, substantially as described. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
Witnesses. 

WM. SCHWANHAUSSER. 
Witnesses: 

F. G. PITCHER, 
JOHN A. DREW, 
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